THE MUMMY

by Tony Krerowicz
Tony Krerowicz lives in Toledo, Ohio and works as a
Special Education school teacher, primarily with
children who have autism. His love of horror started
very early. He was in fifth grade when he saved his
allowance to buy his first vinyl album Walk Among
Us by The Misfits. Their songs are filled with
references to classic horror films which made Tony
seek them out and pour over every detail. As he
grew older, his love of classic horror films expanded;
he not only enjoyed them for their visual art but
what they suggested socially.
“I became very interested in them films from an
academic sense and researched the actors and
filmmakers to learn more deeply the messages of
the films from the points of view of the film-makers
and how, as artists, they inserted their own agenda
into the film. This served to deepen his love of these

films, their actors, and their history.
Tony began building and painting resin and vinyl
garage kits 20 years ago when he came across
Amazing Figure Modeler issues 0-4 at a comic
shop. “I had never seen anything like that. I
bought every issue, went home and started
calling everyone who had a number in the
magazine to try and learn how to get started.”
Tony has now written articles for AFM magazine,
taught painting classes, attended model
conventions and done commission work for
anyone who takes the time to send him an email.
“I feel very fortunate to have met and worked on
such a variety of projects over the years. When I
stumbled upon the garage kit hobby it was out of
the mainstream which suited me well. Being an
artist, I had no interest in doing anything
conventional with my art and the garage kit
hobby was that perfect niche that allows me to do
what I love and incorporate characters that I am
passionate about.”

Black Heart asked Tony to show some love
and passion for our 1:1 scale 360 Series
Mummy by laying on a classic paint job.

Thanks, Tony, for making Black Heart look
good.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Carl Laemmle Jr. was on a roll at Universal Studios
after the success of Dracula and Frankenstein. In
1932 almost every newspaper was covering the
details of the “curse” surrounding the discovery of
the tomb of Tutankhamen. The tomb had been
discovered a decade earlier but nearly everyone
involved in the discovery had died in strange ways.
This gave Laemmle an idea. He commissioned
Nina Wilcox Putnam and Richard Schayer to create
the story. Originally the film and lead character
were titled Cagliostro and featured a story not too
dissimilar from what eventually came to be.
Mummy (1932) lobby card

In March of 1932, the studio had preproduction posters made with the title Cagliostro: The Great
Imposter and proudly attached Boris Karloff to the film. As the film developed, the story and title
changed several more times before settling on The Mummy.
Make-up genius Jack Pierce is the man responsible
for turning Boris Karloff into the Mummy. How
Jack Pierce turned Karloff into The Mummy was an
arduous eight hour daily process. The make-up had
to be reapplied each morning. We have no color
photos of Karloff in the make up and as artists we
all interpret this character in our own way. Painting
the Mummy is a mix of considering how Pierce did
it and what colors may have resulted combined with
just painting how we think he should look. Painting
The Mummy is not about matching historical
images of Egyptian Mummies. Look up images of
Egyptian Mummies, I promise they do not looked
drybrushed. Nor are their wrappings shades of
brown and grey. They look like beef jerky…old,
disgusting, beef jerky….with black wrappings
covered in tar.
We, as artists, must take a little liberty in our
painting approach to this subject matter. Pierce
stated that Im Ho Tep had brown leather-like skin.
As far as colors go, that's really all we know for
sure. Pierce took a cheese cloth material and rolled
it around a drum and roasted the strips over an open
fire. This is how he aged the wrappings.
In the brief scene in which we actually see Karloff as the Mummy, we see his arm lower and the
wrappings crumbling. The suit fell apart as Pierce put Karloff into it every morning before shooting that
scene. Roasting the material over a fire to age it left the material extremely brittle. The effect comes
across amazing on camera. This information means we have a fairly clear color palette to use but
ultimately it’s up to you to interpret the character the way you have always pictured in your mind’s eye.

Opening the package from Black Heart is such a treat. The casting was flawless and only minimal
clean up is necessary. This has been consistent with each of their busts I have seen. One afternoon
of clean up and a proper bath and he was ready for primer. The sculpture was done by Dan Thompson
for the late Henry Alvarez and Alvarez Wax Productions. The quality is top notch and it's amazing that
Black Heart was able to secure the rights to produce the bust. Also with this project,
I was able to experiment with the new line of Black Heart airbrush ready paints from Badger Air-brush
Co.’s Minitaire paint line. The set I used consists of 12 bottles, which has colors chosen by Black Heart
specifically for the Mummy and used in three Badger/Black Heart airbrushing and model-finishing
classes at conventions. They come in 1 oz. bottles and are airbrush ready and have cool names like
“Rotted Flesh” and “Blood Stained Mud.” The paints flow very well through my airbrush and gave very
good one coat coverage.
Step One: To create the base flesh tone, I used “Cracked
Soil” as my base and added Rotted Flesh and Cracked
Leather until I had a good dark flesh tone. Jack Pierce stated
that he wanted Karloff to have a dark sun-worn leather skin.
This project involves a lot of layers. So, I start with a color
that I feel is close to what Pierce may have used. I also used
“Cracked Soil” to base coat the linen wrappings.
I used “Blood Stained Mud” for the hair. Then, I discovered a
new favorite paint; I used “Transparent Tint Brown” to blend
the hairline into the skin. The “Transparent Tint Brown” laid
down like a great rich flesh tone and worked perfectly. At
this point, looking at the bust I can't help thinking I’ve done
something wrong. It looks rather garish right now, like a
cheap action figure. I’ve done several large scale Karloff
Mummies and each time I go through these first few steps, I
feel like I’ve done something wrong. Trust me, it gets better.

Step Two: I drybrush the textures of the
head with Cracked Earth. This leaves a
rather stark contrast between the dark
flesh/dark hair and the very light Cracked
Earth color. The last thing you want at the
end of this project is for someone to be
able to look at your finished piece and
know instantly that it was dry-brushed. It is
a technique that is too easy to spot and
with a project such as this it's easy to over
do it. So we are going to do it now as we
build our layers of color.
The goal from this point is to build
transparent layers of color until you get the
look you are satisfied with.

Step Three: I thin Cracked
Earth to a wash and mist it
over the head. Be careful
and hold the airbrush about
a foot away and don’t cover
too much of your work. You
just want a thin layer to start
to pull it all together and tone
down the huge contrast.
Less is more with this step.

At this point I sealed the paint with Testors Dull Cote.
Once dry, I made a wash with Liquitex Burnt Umber,
distilled water, and a touch of liquid dish soap. I brushed
the wash over the linen wrappings. As you work an area,
it is inevitable that you will have an edge dry and leave a
line. The drop of dish soap allows you to go back with a
wet brush and gently rework the area and the edge will
blend away.

Step Four: When the wash is dry I did an odd step. I
took a large brush and got it wet. I tried to wipe as much
water out of it at possible. I dipped it into the Cracked
Earth and again wiped most of it off.
Next, I did a very gentle dry brush over the wrappings.
However, the brush is wet so the “wet-brushing” will
reactivate the wash, thanks to the dish soap that was
added to it. The result is an extremely subtle blending of
the colors which gives you the highlights you are looking
for without being obviously dry-brushed.

Step Five: I take chalk pastels and begin to add color around the face. Have fun with this step. Some
purple here, some green there, blue here, dark grey there. Be sure to add a dark pastel along the lips.
Once I added some spots of color around the face, I took a Q-tip and just got it damp by putting it in my
mouth for a moment. I gently went over the pastels with it. Let’s describe it as sort of a reverse dry
brushing. The damp Q-tip will remove the color from the raised areas and leave it in the details. I have
had some bad luck in the past with Dull Cote causing my pastel work to disappear so very lightly mist a
little of the Cracked Earth over the bust again. Now seal the paint job with Dull Coat.

At last, the Mummy is starting to look like something. Now I step back and can still see the evidence of
the layering. The dry-brushing is there. the pastels are there; but none of the techniques are jumping
out at you. Anyone looking at it really needs to look and find all of those subtle details and layers you
have been putting in. That’s what you want. You want them to get in close and have to look for those
subtle details. Then you know you did it right.

Step Six: I take “Transparent Tint Brown” and very gently
hit around the eyes and wherever I want. Follow this with
a transparent grey over the whole head. At this point, I
have taken the flesh from dark to light and back to dark.
As I stated, it's all about layers of transparent color to
create the subtle effects. Next, I reapplied the Burnt
Umber wash to the wrappings a second time. Once dry I
mixed a wash of dark green and put random spots of
green on the wrappings. After I was finished, I decided to
go back with another layer of transparent grey to get the
look I wanted. I sealed him with more Dull Cote and
moved on to the base.

Step Seven is to finish off the base. Typically, people paint this area on busts straight black and
usually that’s fine. However, on this piece, I felt that black was too heavy and pulled the eye down. It
also was the opposite of what I wanted to represent with the painting. I want subtlety. I want people to
get close and remark about how much color is really in there. Then, if I add a black base it just wouldn’t
fit. I went through three bases actually.
First, I wrote “Im Ho Tep, My Priest” across the bottom using hieroglyphics. Sounded good in my head
but it looked cheap when I did it. Next, I tried two different ways to paint the base to look like ancient
wood. When I stepped back, I found it distracting.
I settled on an aged look that was representative of the basic color palette used on the bust. I took four
colors that were used on the bust and thinned them down and sponge painted them on until I liked what
I saw. This blended well and looked like it belonged there. It fit and was not distracting from the main
piece.

I absolutely enjoyed working on this piece and am honored to have had the opportunity to bring to you
my steps in making this Mummy. I hope you found the steps useful and found something you can try
on your next kit. Thanks to Black Heart for the opportunity to show off my work and for continuing to
contribute service to our wonderful hobby. All of us monster fans grew up thinking about how great it
would be to have a life size version of our favorite monster and you give all of us an opportunity to do
exactly that.

Tony Krerowicz
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